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Identity

Violence In The Communities Where We Didn't
Have to Assimilate Have Shattered a Sense of

Safety For Many Asian Americans
BY JIREH DENG

FEBRUARY 3, 2023

In this op-ed, Jireh Deng explores how the Monterey Park and Half Moon Bay

shootings shatter an important sense of safety for Asian Americans in communities

they've carved out for themselves.

The San Gabriel Valley is an abundance — Chinese grandmas practicing tai chi at

the local park on a crisp early morning, at least one boba shop per block, nearly

every type of East Asian and South East Asian cuisine represented, where I can

�nd the best and most a�ordable pho in Los Angeles County. “The 626” area

code (tattooed in Chinese numerals above my right knee) is where many third-

culture and �rst-generation Americans like myself feel most at home, our people

and culture making a bridge between our Eastern roots and our Westernized

upbringing. 

This is where I spent 18 years, raised in Alhambra and San Gabriel, attending

public school, and going to bilingual Taiwanese and Chinese church services.

Even for Asian American kids who weren’t raised here, many know someone who

was. We were blanketed in the comfort of a place where our culture was the norm

and not orientalized, a rarity in other non-coastal U.S. cities.

So, waking up on Lunar New Year — after a night �lled with good food, money in

red envelopes, and wishes for riches in the new year — to the news of a mass

shooting in Monterey Park felt like a gross violation. On January 21, a shooter

walked into the Star Ballroom in Monterey Park and killed 10 people that night,
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and an additional person later died of their injuries. Shortly after, CBS News

reports that the suspect entered the Lai Lai Ballroom in nearby Alhambra, but was

chased o� and disarmed. 

I watched in a haze as the news unfolded on my Twitter timeline and my friends

were interviewed by local media. I felt unable to process what had just happened.

I know several people who lived just down the block from Lai Lai Ballroom, and I

was deeply shaken up by the horri�c violence that had unfolded near the

neighborhood I had grown up in. 

3 Asian American Community Activists Share What Safety Looks Like to
Them
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In light of ongoing anti-Asian violence.

Before I could even begin to process the grief and horror of how this shooting had

impacted our predominantly Asian and Latino community, two days later there

was more violence in Half Moon Bay, a community a few hundred miles north of

Monterey Park. This time, seven farmworkers were killed and one injured. Five of

the victims were Chinese citizens

These shootings, but speci�cally the Monterey Park shooting, have shattered for

many the illusion of an Asian American suburbia that’s safe and apart from the

burden of assimilating towards whiteness. In the bubble of the San Gabriel Valley

especially, many could live in denial that their foreignness is in question. Against

the backdrop of increasing anti-Asian violence, these killings raise many

questions — about race, class, labor, and what exactly constitutes a hate crime.

But it also makes many of us wonder: Where are we safe if not in our own

community?

Many online were quick to point out that both shooting suspects in Monterey

Park and Half Moon Bay were Asian men, because of which this could not be a

hate crime. A hate crime is one motivated by bias against the person or group

targeted. The Half Moon Bay shooting was reportedly spurred by alleged

workplace bullying and a repair bill, but we don’t yet have a clear motive for the

one in Monterey Park. What we do know is that predominantly Asian people

were harmed in both killings. Hate crime or not, these headlines still gut the same

way, we are still left reeling from the loss of people we love. 

The sick feeling I felt in my stomach was similar to when I heard the news of

another Asian man who had opened �re in a Taiwanese church last year in

neighboring Orange County’s Laguna Woods. How could we begin to collectively

grieve? What was the underlying cause for all this death, which has been

increasing since the beginning of the pandemic? The �xation on how to label this

tragedy obscures the reasons why Monterey Park and its surrounding areas

became the nation’s “�rst suburban Chinatown.” 
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These two shootings occur amid an increase in anti-Asian violence during the

pandemic that stemmed from political fearmongering and virus anxiety around

China and Chinese people. Our community has been in a perpetual state of

sorrow for the past three years, but the pain and fear go much further back. 

Anti-Asian discrimination and violence have always been a part of L.A.’s history.

Back in 1871, rising tensions subsumed the city in a riotous mob where at least 18

Chinese boys and men were lynched. And even as the Chinese population in L.A.

County continued to grow, it was not without pain. The Los Angeles Times

reported in 1985 that Monterey Park’s City Council restricted the signage of

Chinese-language businesses for the fears that it alienated their non-Chinese

residents. These are just a few examples.

Neighborhoods like mine became a lifeline for immigrants like my parents, who

were searching for a place to raise their children in an ecosystem where groceries

and community were nearby. You could reasonably live here for your whole life

never having to speak a word of English. The narrative surrounding an Asian

immigrant success story is about how we’ve all made it through hard work and

proximity to whiteness. But I’ve always felt that “the 626” has been a site of

“gorgeous unassimilability.” In other words, we built a safe haven for ourselves.

Monterey Bay is a predominantly Asian community, but Half Moon Bay is not.

Instead, the Half Moon Bay shooting that took the lives of �ve Chinese and two

Latino farm workers forces us to contend with the disparate class realities that

contradict the persistent model minority myth. Though the median income for

Asian Americans is higher than any other racial group in the U.S., a closer look at

the disaggregation of this data reveals the gap between di�erent ethnic groups.

Nearly 20% of Native Hawaiians and Paci�c Islanders live in poverty, and nearly

40% of Burmese people do. AAPI Data found in 2017 that 1 in 8 Asian immigrants

in the state of California are undocumented, accounting for nearly 1 in 5

undocumented people in our state.

And, labor exploitation has pro�ted o� the disposability of Asian bodies from the

time of Chinese railroad workers. In 1995, 72 Thai workers were found in a
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garment sweatshop in El Monte, another suburb of the San Gabriel Valley,

working in modern “slavery” conditions. Many of these folks were likely

undocumented. For decades, many AAPI people — particularly immigrants —

have labored in these potentially exploitative conditions, exposing them to

threats they may not otherwise encounter.

So, what does justice look like in the face of this kind of violence? That’s a

complicated question. But if we �xate on the framework of justice speci�cally for

‘hate crimes’ in Asian American communities we forget the other numerous

injustices that face us, and erase the pain of violence in general. Jealousy was one

of the possible motives explored in the Monterey Park shooting. We might never

know the shooter’s reasons, but it is still clear that up to 55% of API women have

experienced domestic violence in their lifetime. Though often overlooked,

poverty is an Asian American issue, as is access to education, both of which vary

wildly depending on an AAPI person’s speci�c background. And to address a

plethora of these issues, we have to look at a culture shift that will address the

root of the problem. 

Media representation is also a persistent issue. As an Asian American journalist,

I’ve witnessed newspapers and broadcasts mispronouncing and misspelling the

names of Asian victims after these mass shootings. Oftentimes my peers and I

might be the only or the few Asian Americans in newsrooms, saddled with the

responsibility of educating our peers and suddenly becoming subject matter

experts on our communities during times of crisis. We need more Asian

Americans and Paci�c Islanders reporting on our stories and getting at the

nuances of our stories. 

And when violence happens in our communities — particularly in the ones that

feel safest — it can make us question everything, even the fundamental reasons

why we’re here in the �rst place. I was in New York City visiting friends, away

from my hometown during all of this, shattered trying to process my grief and

held closely by my Asian American community there. I’m looking at everything

our immigrant parents have sacri�ced and endured to make it to this country and
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thinking to myself, “Was it worth it?” I’m still trying to make sense of how we

overcome this tragedy that struck so close to home. What we have is so precious

and yet fragile and I don’t ever want to take it for granted. 

I’m reminded that Asian American communities have never been passive in the

face of injustice. We have a lineage of Asian American activists and organizers

like Larry Itliong and the Filipino farmworkers who led a strike for better

working conditions alongside their Latino peers. We haven’t been waiting for

tragedy to strike, organizations like Seniors Fight Back o�er free self-defense

classes in L.A. and Orange County. 

When I arrived back home from New York, I joined dozens of mostly older

Chinese folks who were gathered for a Buddhist blessing ceremony in the parking

lot of Star Ballroom. Together, we honored the victims and their loved ones as we

lit incense and bowed three times towards the place where the victims died. I

don’t know how long it will take for us to heal or if our collective sense of safety

will ever return. But the only way I know how to move forward is by mobilizing

and not staying silent. 
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